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and Kaoru Ota, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Open social network (OSN) plays a more significant
role in information propagation through the rapid developing
of information technology. Since information diffusion is an
essential process happens in OSN, it has been studied in many
researches. Several models have been proposed to infer the dif-
fusion process and reproduce diffusion network. However, these
methods have two critical problems, 1) ignoring the effects of user
social characteristics, 2) inaccuracy resulted from calculating the
influence of different features independently. To address these
limitations, a diffusion inferring method based on recommender
system (DIM-SPTF) was proposed. DIM-SPTF method considers
the propagation process between users as the recommendation
process of information and employs recommender system to
infer the propagation relationship. Through determining the
propagation relations among all users in the observed topic data
set, information diffusion network can be finally obtained. Ex-
perimental results show that DIM-SPTF leads to improvements
in performance compared with state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Open social network, diffusion inferring, infor-
mation propagation, recommender system.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPEN social network (OSN), or what we sometimes call
online social network, is an online open platform which

people use to build social networks or social relationships and
can exert an enormous influence on society through the rapid
diffusion of information. Learning the information diffusion
process in OSN could find hidden relations between users
and dig valuable characteristics of network, which is widely
applied in monitoring net environment, network situation
analysis, and community detection.

During a diffusion process, several pieces of innovative
information diffuse from original users to other users over
the whole network like an epidemic. Infected users (users
who have received the information) can also infect (spread
information) their neighbors with a certain probability and one
user may be infected by not only a single user. Diffusion ends
when all nodes are infected or when the topic is not transmitted
by anyone [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
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In many cases, it is intractable to directly observe the
information diffusion process in OSN because of the privacy
protections and the lack of relevant information in the online
community [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. However, observing
the corresponding changing characteristics of user nodes in
diffusion are relatively simple, because the diffusion process
will finally leave some observable data such as tweets, reposted
blogs, and comments, which will contribute to the reconstruc-
tion of diffusion network. So, this study focuses on utilizing
these observed information data in OSN to infer the whole
diffusion network through analyzing connectivity between pair
users.

The main challenges in inferring diffusion network come
from two parts. First, the social characteristics of users are not
taken into account when judging the propagation relationship
in the diffusion process. In OSN, users may have various
social preferences and there may be interactions between
users with similar preferences, which will have an impact on
information propagation. Second, many features interact rather
than independently perform in the whole diffusion process.
Accordingly, when inferring diffusion network, the intrinsic
connection and the influence between diverse features should
be involved.

To tackle these challenges above, this study introduces
the concepts of recommender system into inferring diffusion
network. Giving some inquiry input e.g. user and contextual
information, the recommender system can output some items
that is most relevant to the input. System can learn the features
of current items and exploit the connections available in
existing data to recommend items. For instance, when a user
browses a commodity in website, the system will recommend
to the user in terms of the features of the commodity and
the correlation between users’ preferences obtained from pur-
chase record. Recommended commodity is also related to the
connection between the user’s preferences and the features of
commodity. If the user is more interested in the commodity,
the system will have a greater possibility to recommend [13],
[14], [15].

Our innovation to apply recommender systems to inferring
diffusion network is there are a few certain similarities be-
tween the two. In OSN, users can be divided into many social
groups and users in the same group tend to spread and share
information in some specific aspects, for instance, students
and teachers from a university can form a group and the topics
they discuss and spread tend to be educational or technological
contents. On the basis of this, many concepts in recommender
system can be utilized to tackle the inferring of diffusion
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network. Two users in OSN can be regarded as two users in
the recommender system, and users’ historical information can
be viewed as the purchase records in recommender system.
The information that diffuses with textual features can be
considered as commodities with different features, and then,
judging whether there is a diffusion relationship between users
is transformed into judging whether system recommend a
commodity (information) that a user browsed to another user.
When judging diffusion, time is also a prominent parameter,
because users tend to view the latest news and therefore short
time interval may lead to greater diffusion possibility.

Derived from the analysis above, a diffusion network infer-
ring method based on recommender system (DIM-SPTF) was
proposed in this study to address challenges mentioned before.
DIM-SPTF is a method that exploits diffusion relationship
between all pair users in observed topic data set and thus to
infer the whole diffusion network. When deciding diffusion
relationship between pair users, users’ preferences in OSN
community, information text features, and temporal parameter
will be input onto the recommender system to determine
diffusion relationship between pair users. Preferences are
extracted from user’s historical data, while the text features are
calculated from the information user diffused. The framework
of DIM-SPTF is shown in Figure 1.

DIM-SPTF not only considers textual features but also
the influences of user social preferences when determining
diffusion relations, which will reduce the inaccuracy resulted
from time difference and deficiency of enough features.
Furthermore, DIM-SPTF takes into account the correlation
between users’ preferences and information text features rather
than independently considering the impact of each parameter,
which will facilitate the utilization of the potential connec-
tions between various features. Finally, when determining the
diffusion relationship of pair users, DIM-SPTF only needs
to analyze the features of current user pair, which is for
the purpose of avoiding the uncertainty and redundancy for
extracting whole features of all users in OSN.

The main contributions of the study can be summarized as
follows:

1) To the best of our current knowledge, this study is the
first work which introduces conceptions in recommender
systems into the information diffusion process and infer-
ring corresponding network.

2) In light of users’ preferences and the text features of the
propagated information, an improved cascade model was
proposed to the express observed data more detailed. A
preference calculation method and a text feature extrac-
tion method are also be presented to calculate parameters
in cascade.

3) Proposed method was evaluated in 3 different types of
data sets and the performances showed that proposed
method improved on multiple metrics compared with
state-of-the-art algorithms, which also suggests the im-
portance of considering user social features when infer-
ring diffusion network.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Previ-
ous researches on inferring information diffusion network will
be discussed in Section 2. The problem of inferring diffusion

Fig. 1: Framework of diffusion inference by recommender
system

network is formulated in Section 3. Section 4 introduces how
to infer diffusion network by proposed DIM-SPTF method.
The experimental are shown in Section 5. Finally, the conclu-
sion of this study will be mentioned in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

Existing studies in inferring diffusion network can be to-
tally categorized into 2 classes: (i) diffusion cascade based
methods, (ii) non-cascade based methods.

For cascade based methods, [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]
introduce cascade based method to solve diffusion inferring.
Cascade is an observed information sequence from OSN with
timestamp and user ID. Cascade based method simplifies
the diffusion process and calculates the diffusion probability
between pair users in cascade in term of time difference
from observed cascade. Subsequently, the mission is to seek
a network structure that maximizes the diffusion probability
function and the sought network will be selected as the
inferred diffusion network [16]. Recently, several models have
been proposed to adapt cascade model to practical network
situations. In [16], only time difference was calculated in
diffusion probability and it’s apparently not comprehensive.
Hence, [21], [22], [23] utilize more text features to help
improve the inferring accuracy in diffusion probability. [21]
defines several new probabilistic models which could describe
recurrent cascades, and take into account not only the propa-
gation time differences between topic information, but also a
greater set of attached features such as language and content to
determine diffusion probability. [22] evaluates the propagation
attributes of multi-information in social media and presents
an Expectation Maximization algorithm to infer the diffusion
process with multi-information patterns. In study [23], text
features and timestamp are utilized to judge the propagation
nodes at each diffusion time steps, and finally construct the
whole propagation network. Cascade based methods assume
the underlying network to be static, but the network situation is
usually dynamic in reality. To cope with this shortcoming, [24]
proposes an algorithm that constructs information diffusion
network while the diffusion process is both dynamic and
potential. Proposed method in [24] models the existence of
all edges as a stochastic propagation process and use hidden
Markov model to reproduce diffusion process. [25] supposes
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that users’ interactions show various features and propagation
speed, and construct a mixed diffusion pattern model to infer
the information network of heterogeneity.

Meanwhile, there are non-cascade based methods. Consid-
ering the heterogeneity of network structure, [26] proposes NI
algorithm to combine with network structure features to infer
the diffusion network under heterogeneous networks. Study
[27] makes a few improvements on the cascade based method
and proposes a trace based method. Different from cascade
methods, [27] extracts the state trace of each user at every time
step when observing test data, which will be then applied to
minimization of the risk function to infer the hidden diffusion
network. [28] employs users’ feature to build feature tree,
and subsequently compares the differences between users and
feature tree to judge the user diffusion relationship. Accurate
propagation time is difficult to obtain occasionally, hence, [29]
applies Bayesian model to calculate the probability of the
whole diffusion network without employing temporal param-
eter to handle this disadvantage. Collective graphical model
with noisy aggregate observation was investigated in [30] and
a MAP method was presented to promote the propagation
probability. [31] raised the problem of identifying information
from underlying network and external network. Based on
this problem, [31] developed a parametric fitting technology
to distinguish and describe the characteristics of information
features within internal network and external information.
Then these features will be utilized for underlying network
construction.

Compared with previous studies, besides user behavioral
characteristics and information textual characteristics, DIM-
SPTF also involved social features and the feature correlations
between users to infer diffusion network, which will be more
conducive to improving the accuracy of network construction.
Additionally, dissimilar to statistical or epidemiological mod-
els, recommender system was exploited to judge the diffusion
relationship of users.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider an unknown hidden information diffusion network
G∗ = (V,E) with V = (u1, u2, ...un) represents all individ-
ual user nodes that propagates some topic information and
E = (eij |i, j ∈ V ) represents the diffusion relationship that
i transmits information to j. As mentioned in Section 1, to
observe the diffusion process directly of a certain topic in
OSN is arduous, but with the observed users’ data e.g. tweets
and blogs left in the diffusion network, it could be feasible
to infer the diffusion network. Observed user “infection”
(diffusion) data is generally described by cascades. A cascade
is a sequence that records the diffusion events

c = {(t0, u0), (t1, u1), ..., (tn, un)}

Where ui ∈ V is a user that receives the topic information at
time step ti, Supposing the diffusion interval of the whole net-
work is T . Note that a cascade is just the observation sequence
of infected users without details how users are infected and
the problem can be explained as inferring diffusion network
G∗, giving corresponding diffusion cascades of the underlying
network [16].

IV. PROPOSED METHOD: DIM-SPTF
A. Feature Extraction

As referred in Section 3, cascades are observed user data
sequence extracted from OSN topics and utilized to infer un-
derlying diffusion network structure. However, it is obviously
not appropriate and accurate enough to apply timestamp ti
and user ID ui in cascades to infer hidden structures, because
the social attributes among users will have an impact on the
diffusion of topic information, and apparently there is also a
certain connection between the characteristics of propagated
texts among users. But the relationships between users and the
links between propagated texts are not taken into account in
previous studies and more relevant information is required. In
order to handle this problem, this study will optimize cascades
and extract the users’ social preferences and text features of
propagated information to improve cascades, so as to facilitate
the inferring of diffusion relations.

Motivated by the above assumptions, this study reconsiders
the user and information textual factors and redefines the
required observed cascades from a certain topic diffusion
network Gε = (V ε, Eε) in time interval T as follow

c = {(t0, u0, p0, tf0), (t1, u1, p1, tf1), ..., (tm, um, pm, tfm)}

Where ti is timestamp when a user issued information that
is related to some topic in OSN and ti < T ; ui is the user ID
who propagates the topic information; pi represents the user ui
social preferences calculated from ui historical data; tfi means
the text features drawn from topic information propagated by
users ui.

Generally, different cascade c observed at different time
intervals in OSN will probably be diverse. Therefore, the
whole cascade C of the underlying network can be the
combination of all observed cascade c.

C = (c1, c2, ..., cn) (1)

When observing cascades in OSN, if a user issues a piece
of information about a certain topic, the corresponding issued
information can be extracted. The extraction of issuing time
ti and the user ID ui is unproblematic since OSN generally
has a searching function and by searching the corresponding
topic, topic information’s corresponding ti and ui can be easily
obtained e.g. searching Liverpool won the champions league
in twitter and extracting users who discuss the topic. But to
get the corresponding user preferences pi and text features
tfi of the propagated information is intractable and it will be
discussed in the rest of the section.

1) User Preference pi Calculation: User preference pi is a
prominent observation parameter in the cascade c. In general,
there are several preferences for a certain user in OSN. If user
browses a message and the message matches user preferences,
users will be interested in them and have a high probability of
spreading the message. Meanwhile, many users with similar
preferences tend to form a group, which leads to that users in
the group tend to share and propagate the information related
to their interests, and it usually spreads faster and more widely.

Users’ preferences will be reflected in their behaviors and
historical information. For example, a football club fan will
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be more likely to forward, issue or like news and information
related to sports. Hence, users’ preferences can be acquired
by evaluating their behaviors and corresponding historical
information. Moreover, User preferences in general fields will
not change much in short time, so, to simplify the study, it’s
assumed the user preferences are static during the diffusion
process.

In this study, users’ preferences are calculated by consider-
ing the mapping matrices of users to behaviors and behaviors
to preferences.

The user-to-behavior mapping is

MappingA(ui) = {aj |aj ∈ Act, θ(ui, aj) = 1} (2)

Where Act represents the set of possible user behaviors
in OSN e.g. issuing, sharing, comment and forwarding, and
θ(ui, aj) = 1 indicates that user ui performs a certain behavior
aj .

Suppose there are x users in the cascade c and users have
total y kinds of behaviors, then the user-to-behavior matrix is
given by

B =


b11 b12 ... b1y
b21 b22 ... b2y
... ... ... ...
bx1 bx2 ... bxy

 (3)

Where bij = 1 indicates that user ui performs behavior
aj , while bij = 0 is opposite. Each row in Eq.(3) represents
behaviors of a user, and each column indicates a certain
behavior.

User historical data under certain behavior reflects user
preference. Thus the behavior-to-preferences mapping is

MappingP (aj) = {pk|pk ∈ Pre, ξ(aj , pk) = 1} (4)

In Eq.(4), Pre represents the set of user preferences.
Through the analysis of huge amount of OSN informations,
user preferences Pre could be totally categorized into 9
classes: science, technology, economy, sports, arts, entertain-
ment, social life, politics and military [32]. ξ(aj , pk) = 1
demonstrates that user data under behavior aj shows associa-
tion with preference pk. Determining the association between
behavior and preferences is dependent on the classification
of historical information to user preferences. The historical
information issued by the user under certain behavior will be
classified into one of the 9 preference categories in Pre and
semantic classification algorithm in [33] will be employed
to do that. Through behavior-to-preferences mapping, the
behavior-to-preferences matrix is

V =


v11 v12 ... v19
v21 v22 ... v29
... ... ... ...
vy1 vy2 ... vy9

 (5)

Where vij = 1 reveals that behavior ai shows association
with preference pj , while vij = 0 is opposite; in Eq.(5), each
row illustrates behaviors and column infers preferences.

According to the transfer relation of the mapping function,
the preference matrix of cascade c can be calculated by

P = B × V =


b11 b12 ... b1y
b21 b22 ... b2y
... ... ... ...
bx1 bx2 ... bxy

×

v11 v12 ... v19
v21 v22 ... v29
... ... ... ...
vy1 vy2 ... vy9

 =


p11 p12 ... p19
p21 p22 ... p20
... ... ... ...
px1 px2 ... px9

 (6)

Where each row i of calculated matrix P refers the prefer-
ences pi of each user ui, which is shown in cascade c.

pi = (pi1, pi2, ..., pi9) (7)

2) Text Features tfi Calculation: Texts with diffusion rela-
tionship between two users usually have some similarities in
their features. If user forwards a message after reading another
message, the feature similarity of the two messages is exactly
the same. However, some users in the OSN may not choose
to forward a message after reading it, but will probably make
some modifications and issue it as original content, or just
publish some relevant comments of their own. But even then,
new information only changes some expression forms on the
basis of the original one, and its core ideas are still obtained
from original information. Consequently, it will also contribute
to high text features correlation. Therefore, text features should
be estimated when reforming the diffusion network of OSN.

When information text is edited by OSN user, different
people may have education differences and distinctive views
on topic, which make the information text features of same
topic vary. With the purpose of making the text features to
facilitate analysis, number of available text features should be
refined to a certain range.

In this study, connections between preferences pi and textual
features tfi are mainly considered. Preferences pi are divided
into several common categories, and similarly, textual features
tfi of information are defined as correlation between text
content and the 9 preferences in Pre.

tfi = (ii1, ii2, ..., ii9) (8)

Where tfi is the text feature and iij indicates the relevance
between information text and preference j in Pre.

Text content is composed of words, and consequently,
the relevance of text content to a certain preferences j is
determined by the connections of words in each text to the
preference j. The definition of iij is given by

iij =
∑
k

Dis(KeyWordk, SinPrej)×Weightk (9)

Where Dis is the function to compute the semantic distance
between words and algorithm in [34] is applied; KeyWordk
means the text keywords obtained by key words extrac-
tion technology from the information text propagated by the
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user; Weightk is the corresponding weight for KeyWordk;
SinPrej is a certain preference in Pre. Note that not all
words in text are included in the calculation of relevance,
because some words have little meaning for text analysis, such
as stop words and punctuation. Comparatively, keywords can
better reflect the essential ideologies of the text. Meanwhile,
the results are more reasonable when the correlation is calcu-
lated with weighting.

B. Diffusion Relationship Inference

The whole diffusion network structure can be inferred
through inferring the propagation relationship between all pair
users in observed cascades. In general, DIM-SPTF supposes
the information propagated by users in OSN network can
be viewed as item, then inferring the diffusion relationship
between two users is treated as the process of deciding whether
to recommend information to another user by recommender
system.

Modern recommender system algorithms are mainly devel-
oping from machine learning technology, because the feature
representation of users is straightforward and recommenda-
tion process is greatly efficient. The general framework of
recommender system is composed of 2 main components:
wide learning component and deep learning component. Wide
learning part is usually generalization model, which holds the
ability of capturing the direct user features from observed
data and the deep learning part can produce more generalized
features and abstract presentations to give precise and rational
recommendation.

For this study, user preference and text features are extracted
and calculated directly from the observed cascades, so the wide
learning component is not necessary and this part will focus
on applying the data from the observed cascades to the deep
learning component.

DIM-SPTF method adopts recurrent neural network (RNN)
as the internal network structure of the recommender system.
RNN is highly appropriate for sequential input processing.
Hence, it is regarded as the best selection of dealing with dy-
namic time sequences and sequential observed characteristics
data, such as voice signal, image, and text [35].

The input data for recommender system in this method is
the cascades of user information data propagated through the
underlying OSN. Obviously, these cascades are observed in
chronological order. Secondly, there should be characteristic
correlations between some adjacent users in cascade, because
they all spread the information about the same topic in a very
short time interval. Therefore, it is reasonable to adopt RNN
as the model to determine diffusion relationships.

1) System Input: System inputs can be extracted from the
whole cascades C. Suppose u1 and u2 are two users in a
cascade c, the user pair information data can be expressed as
corresponding input for system

input12 = (t1, t2, p1, p2, tf1, tf2) (10)

Where t1, t1 are temporal parameters, p1, p2 are user social
preferences and tf1, tf2 are textual features of propagated

informations.

2) System Model: Recommender system in this study em-
ploys RNN to learn historical diffusion information to infer
propagation relationships in OSN.

RNN is a kind of neural network used to process sequential
data, and it includes input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
The output in each lay is controlled by output from previous
lay, the weights between connected layers and activation
function. Unlike feedforward neural network which can only
output forward, RNN loops state through the neural network
and therefore it is more suitable for time series structures.

The data of the input layer is given by Eq.(10). The output
in hidden layer is given by

h(t) = tanh(Wh(t−1) + Ux(t) + bn) (11)

o(t) = softmax(V h(t) + bo) (12)

The activation function for the calculation result of input
layer to hidden layer is hyperbolic tangent function (tanh),
and softmax function is employed. According to Eq.(11),
the calculation of h(t) would be brought before h into.
Consequently, the current output value h(t) of the hidden layer
is affected by both the current input x(t) and the all past
input (x(t−1), x(t−2), ..., x(2), x(1)). Hence, output value h(t)

of the hidden layer can be seen as the memory of network,
which makes it capable for processing data with temporal
correlations.

For the designed model, the loss function should be em-
ployed to optimize it. In this study, the cross entropy will be
taken to calculate the loss of all samples at a certain time t
and the total loss value L is the sum of loss at different times.
Loss function equations are shown as follows

L(t) = − 1

m

n∑
i=1

yti log(o
(t)
i ) (13)

L =

T∑
t=1

(L(t)) (14)

Loss function L is required to be minimized so as to
optimize the RNN model, and Adam optimizer is chosen
to minimize the loss function. Adam optimizer iteratively
upgrades parameter by



mt = β1mt−1 + (1− β1)gt (15a)
vt = β2vt−1 + (1− β2)g2t (15b)

m̂t =
mt

1− βt
1

(15c)

v̂t =
vt

1− βt
2

(15d)

θt+1 = θt −
η√
v̂t + ε

m̂t (15e)

Where θ is the parameter to be upgraded; gt is the gradient
of loss function; mt, vt are moment vectors and β1, β2 are
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corresponding exponential decay rates; η is learning rate; ε is
adjustment parameter.

Recommender system model will be trained to learn the
correlations between users’ social preferences and information
text features before applied to judge the diffusion relationship
of network users. The training mode is supervised learning,
with training data sets extracted from 9 different types of
topics observed from Sina microblog platform and label being
the corresponding propagation relationships. The data set
information used for training is shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Information about training data sets

Data Set Amount of User Nodes Amount of Edges
1 841 1932
2 755 1224
3 912 2072
4 729 1274
5 413 864
6 591 1106
7 921 2160
8 663 1583
9 707 1494

We evaluated the performance of the model with different
layers and neurons and found that the training result was best
when the hidden layers number was 2 and the neurons was 38.
The relevant parameters of the model are revealed in Table II.

TABLE II: Model information

Parameter Value
Algorithm RNN

Hidden layer nodes 38
Dropout 0.5

Batch size 32
Number of epoch 80

The trained recommender model is then employed to infer
diffusion network. Eq.(10) is used to construct input from
observed cascades C and the propagation relationship between
pair users will be judged through the recommender system
model. Finally, the diffusion network can be inferred by
judging the propagation relations among all users in cascades.

V. EXPERIMENT

To explore the precise method performance, experiment will
test DIM-SPTF under 2 synthetic data sets A,B and real world
data sets. Several evaluation parameters in mathematics and
machine learning will be utilized to analyze the quality of
proposed method. Meanwhile, cascade based DDNE algorithm
in [24] and non-cascade based FNI algorithm in [28] will be
used as compared baselines. The feature space amounts of
DDNE and FNI are 1 and 6-15 respectively, while DIM-SPTF
is 10, which shows more stability and efficiency than DDNE
and FNI.

A. Synthetic Data Set Generation

Proposed DIM-SPTF algorithm will first evaluated under
data sets A. This study applied the model in [36] to simulate
the process of information transmission among the users who
are extracted from the OSN platform Sina microblogs, so

as to generate corresponding observation data sets A. The
model simulates the information of users as chromosomes
and different information features as genes on chromosomes.
When information propagates between two users, information
amount of the two users and the density of topic in the network
will be utilized to determine whether to propagate. We will
generate 6 diffusion networks in various scales for A to test
methods performance in different data scales.

The related information for synthetic data sets A is shown
in Table III.

TABLE III: Information about data sets A

Data Set Amount of User Nodes Amount of Edges
1 100 427
2 500 1678
3 1000 4061
4 5000 6330
5 10000 18141
6 20000 29459

Synthetic data sets B generated by reference [37] will
also be applied to evaluate method performance. [37] exploits
user tree to build information diffusion network through tree
structure and person patterns. We generated 6 data sets in
similar scales but add random time delay in each propagation
relation to inspect the robustness and accuracy of proposed
method.

The related information for synthetic data sets B is shown
in Table IV.

TABLE IV: Information about data sets B

Data Set Amount of User Nodes Amount of Edges Time Delay
1 500 1010 0
2 500 964 1 hour
3 500 986 2 hours
4 500 842 3 hours
5 500 975 4 hours
6 500 932 5 hours

B. Real World Data Sets

Besides synthetic data sets, DIM-SPTF will also be tested
by real world data sets. In this study, Sina microblog was
selected as the object platform to observe the transmission
cascades of several hot topics as test data. All the data will
be observed from the beginning of spread of topics until the
death of the transmission process. To objectively evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm, we observed 5 data
sets with different topics and scales.

The related information for the real world data sets is shown
in Table V.

TABLE V: Information about real world data sets

Data Set Amount of User Nodes Amount of Edges
1 183 378
2 636 1465
3 1149 3754
4 2328 4559
5 4221 9342
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C. Experiment Results

Results will be discussed in this part. First, we will introduce
the evaluation standards, and then performance of experiments
on both synthetic data sets and real world data sets will be
illustrated. Finally, visualization of diffusion network will be
analyzed. The platform to running tested methods is Windows
10 with 16GB RAM, Intel Core i7-7700 CPU and Python.

1) Evaluation Standards: In this study, accuracy,
precision, recall, F − score are utilized as standards to
evaluate the method’s performance. Suppose there are two
diffusion relation situations among network users: existent
propagation relation and non-existent propagation relation
and we define 4 parameters: the amount of correctly judged
existent propagation relations is TP ; the amount of correctly
judged non-existent propagation relations is TN ; the amount
of non-existent propagation relations that are wrongly judged
as existent propagation relations is FP ; the amount of
existent propagation relations that are wrongly judged as
non-existent propagation relations is FN . Then the evaluation
standards are defined as follows

accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

• accuracy is the ratio of the correctly judged diffusion
relation situations to the whole pool of diffusion relation
situations.

precision =
TP

TP + FP

• precision is the ratio of the correctly judged existent
propagation relations to all the judged existent propa-
gation relations. We can see that precision talks about
how precise the model is out of those predicted existent
propagation relations and how many of them are actually
existent propagation relations.

recall =
TP

TP + FN

• recall is the ratio of the correctly judged existent propa-
gation relations to all the existent propagation relations in
network. So recall actually calculates how many of the
actual existent propagation relations that our model cap-
ture through labeling it as existent propagation relations
from the real existent propagation relations.

F − score = 2× recall × precision
recall + precision

• F − score is the harmonic mean (average) of the
precision and recall. Hence F − score will probably
be a better measure to use if it’s necessary to make a
balance between precision and recall.

2) Results of Synthetic Data Sets: The results of the experi-
ment on synthetic data sets A are shown in Figure 2. Note that
A is utilized to evaluate methods in different data set scales
and the data set scale in A increases with the data set number.

As shown in Figure 2(a), with the increase of the scales
of data sets, the accuracies of the tested methods have not
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(d) F-score

Fig. 2: Experiment results on synthetic data sets A

changed much. The overall accuracy of DIM-SPTF is be-
tween 60% and 71% and it’s about 10% higher than FNI and
8% higher than DDNE averagely.

The performances in precision are shown in Figure 2(b).
precision of DIM-SPTF rises with the increase of data set
scales and the overall precision is about 61% to 78%, while
FNI and DDNE are almost stable and keeps precision at about
41% and 50% respectively. DIM-SPTF improves precision
by about 24% compared with FNI and is about 15% higher
than DDNE in total. This indicates that DIM-SPTF shows
better efficiency in finding existent propagation relationships
precisely from judged relations, which is probably because
DIM-SPTF considers not only more detailed features such as
social preferences among users and text, but also the relations
between multiple features.

Figure 2(c) shows the performances of recall rates. DIM-
SPTF algorithm is about 57%, while FNI fluctuates around
47% and DDNE keeps at about 49%. DIM-SPTF performs
better on recall rate, which suggests that DIM-SPTF is more
proficient in digging more existing propagation relations from
original network.
F−score measures the overall performance, and it’s shown

in Figure 2(d). For DIM-SPTF, F − score increases slightly
with data scales, while FNI and DDNE change around certain
values. The average F − score of DIM-SPTF is about 61%,
greater than that of FNI (45%) and DDNE (49%).

The results of the experiment on synthetic data sets B are
shown in Figure 3. Note that B is exploited to test method
robustness under different propagation delay and the delay
rises along with the data set number.

Since delay increases, performances of all the tested meth-
ods declined in varying degrees.

In Figure 3(a), with the increase of time delay, the accuracy
of DIM-SPTF decreases by about 9%, while FNI and DDNE
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(d) F-score

Fig. 3: Experiment results on synthetic data sets B

decrease by 22% and 17% respectively. DIM-SPTF is gener-
ally higher than FNI and DDNE algorithm in accuracy. This
demonstrates that DIM-SPTF has better robustness against
time delay than FNI and DDNE, because for DIM-SPTF,
time is not the only decisive effect when judging propagation
relation.

Figures for precision, recall, and F − score illustrate
alike curve variation characteristics, in which DIM-SPTF and
DDNE tend to have slight vibrations, while FNI keeps falling
with time delay rising. From the perspective of numerical
changes, FNI and DDNE decreases more significantly, while
DIM-SPTF outperforms and is relatively stable.

Totally speaking, DIM-SPTF outperforms DDNE and FNI.
DDNE take account of temporal parameter and FNI employed
user features. Both of DDNE and FNI didn’t analyze textual
features and social features, which leads to low efficiency
in results of A. For data set B, DIM-SPTF considered the
features interactions, while DDNE and FNI consider features
perform independently, so DIM-SPTF runs more stably.

3) Results of Real World Data Sets: The result of real
world data sets are shown in Figure 4. Note that data set scale
increases with the data set number.

In terms of accuracy from Figure 4(a), the average
accuracy of DIM-SPTF is about 65%, and FNI and DDNE is
about 55% and 58%. Although the accuracy fluctuates with
the data sets, DIM-SPTF promotes the performance by about
9% totally over the comparison methods.

For precision in Figure 4(b), DIM-SPTF is relatively
superior compared with baseline methods, and hold average
precision at about 67%. Meanwhile, the precisions of FNI
and DDNE is not as high as DIM-SPTF, with average values
around 56% and 51%.

In Figure 4(c), recall rates of tested methods have a similar
overall trend like the performances in precision. But the
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Fig. 4: Experiment results of real world data sets

performance differences between DIM-SPTF and comparison
algorithms are relatively minuscule.

The overall performances of F −score are shown in Figure
4(d). With the magnification of data set scales, although
the performance difference is not significant, DIM-SPTF still
maintains a lead of about 8% performance compared with FNI
and DDNE.

For the result of real world data set, DIM-SPTF is better
than comparisons like the results of set A. However, FNI
outperforms DDNE, this is probably because real user data
set shows more user features so that FNI can better describe
diffusion model.

4) Visualization of Diffusion Network: To better explore the
nature of information diffusion network and check whether the
inferred network is reasonable and correspond with common
network characteristics, we build the visualized structure of
the inferred network and then do analysis. Data set 5 of the
real world data sets is selected as the target network, which
can better display the diffusion characteristics through its large
data scale. Parameter information about data set 5 is shown
in Table VI. The virtualized network figure will not illustrate
all user nodes, because user amount of diffusion network is
too massive, so we choose the influential nodes to research.
According to the sum of comment, like and share of user
nodes, influential nodes were divided into three categories:
the most influential nodes, the average influential nodes, and
the less influential nodes and Table VII is the mapping table.
The virtualization image is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the main part of network are the less
influential users, while the most influential users and average
influential users are small part of the whole. Several small
nodes often act as intermediary nodes between influential
nodes to help information spread and many nodes tend to
cluster together in network, which is consistent with the fact
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Fig. 5: Inferred diffusion network

TABLE VI: Parameter information of data set 5

Parameter Value
Topic USA Huawei ban

User amount 4221
Propagation relations 9342

Most influential nodes 4
Average influential nodes 3

Less influential nodes 31

TABLE VII: Mapping table for user category

Sum of Comment, Like and Share Category
Sum > 1000 Most influential node

500 < Sum < 1000 Average influential node
200 < Sum 6 500 Less influential node

that users tend to form groups as mentioned in Section 1. The
overall user preferences have been also illustrated in Figure 6
and it can be inferred that users mainly fo focus on politics,
technology and economy, which is matches the topic type of
“USA Huawei ban”.

OSN users are generally classified into official media nodes
and self-media nodes. We count the node types in Figure 5
and list the result in Figure 7. It can be inferred that the
amount of self-media users accounts for the vast majority
of users in network, but the amount of official media users

Politics

24.2%

Technology

19.2%

Economy

17.5%
Science

13.3%

Entertainment
9.2%

Social life

7.5%

Sports

5.8%

Arts

3.3%

Fig. 6: Overall distribution of user preferences

Fig. 7: Amount of influential users

Fig. 8: Propagation link amount between different kinds of
user nodes

is relatively large in the most influential nodes and average
influential nodes.

We also observe the changes in the amount of node propaga-
tion links between different kinds of nodes and the results are
shown in Figure 8. Definitely, the amount of all links increases
with time, but the amount of links that propagated to self-
media users is much greater than others, which is consistent
with that self-media users are the main body of diffusion.
Moreover, official media users could also influence and spread
information to many users, while official media users mostly
have their own sources of information, hence, little information
is propagated to official media users, which is shown in the
blue and red columns.

Figure 9 explores the median propagation time between
users. In Figure 9, propagation time transmitted from official
media users is mainly distributed in short intervals and it shows
that diffusion speed of official media users is relatively fast,
which may be due to the quick information acquisition method
and reliable accuracy of official media, so users trust official
media and would like to diffuse information from it. While
the propagation time of self-media users to self-media users
distributed more uniformly than others, which may result from
that the followers of self-media are relatively less.

In light of the analysis above, inferred information dif-
fusion network conforms to the common characteristics of
user amount, network topology, influential nodes and diffusion
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Fig. 9: Median propagation time in network

time.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we explored the problem of constructing
information diffusion network in OSN and proposed a DIM-
SPTF method to reproduce information diffusion network
and depict relevant propagation characteristics. Firstly, opti-
mizations was made on the original observed cascade model
to express users’ preferences appropriately and unify the
expression of text features. Secondly, to infer the propagation
relationship between user pairs in network, several concepts
of the recommender system are introduced. Through regarding
the process of information diffusion as the recommending of
commodity between two users in recommendation, DIM-SPTF
adopts the recommender system model to infer the propagation
relationships between all pair users in observed cascades, and
thus to reconstruct the diffusion network. Finally, proposed
DIM-SPTF method was investigated under various scales of
synthetic and real world data sets and experimental results
reveal that DIM-SPTF method outperforms compared state-
of-the-art algorithms in both accuracy and robustness. This
study also evaluates the social and structural characteristics of
the inferred diffusion network. It is found that in OSN, the
majority of influential users are self-media users, who are the
main part of diffusion network, while the official media users
tend to have great influence and quicker propagation speed in
network.

For the future work, we’d like to employ social relationship
to diffusion inferring. In OSN, user relation is changeable
through time, which makes it intractable to observe and
describe. Hence, we are interested in applying topology the-
ory and diffusion models to our method and improving the
inferring accuracy.
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